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BONUS E-BOOK:  Forming a Community, and Diving Into Devices 

Thank you for downloading this e-book! I know that many of us have questions about what we really 
know about biofield devices. Of course, I had word limits for my book Healing Ourselves: Biofield 
Science and the Future of Health, and Sounds True informed me that a 75-page chapter is more like 
an e-book (granted, about 25 of those pages are references!!)

We decided to make this “e-book” a bonus for those of you who purchased Healing Ourselves and 
are eager to learn more about biofield devices. 

This e-book summarizes the evidence behind different devices, both bioelectromagnetic and subtle, 
as of 2020, and also provides some common-sense practical guidelines for what you might  want to 
try and when.   

I know this is a lot of info - so please feel free to click the links below to get to certain sections, so you 
can read each section at your leisure.

For those who are interested, the first two sections tell the story of how we formed our nonprofit 
collaborative, the Consciousness and Healing Initiative.

Hope you enjoy!!!

Love, Shamini

The Need For Community 

Forming a Collaborative 

Discovering Our Body Electric - “Turtles All the Way Down” 

Biofield Devices: A Brief History 

Measuring Chi correlates: Promising Devices 

Biofield “Non-invasive Brain Stimulation” Devices  
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Sound and Vibration-Based Therapies  
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Key Takeaways and Practical Advice  
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The Need for Community 

As I learned about the promising clinical and cell studies in biofield healing and talked with 

the other researchers forwarding biofield science, I realized the field needed support to 

grow.  These scientists weren’t getting further funding for their promising results.  Because 

they were spread out in different places, doing research that was still considered 

controversial, several of them didn’t know about each other’s work.   As a result, they 

weren’t always synergizing their research, and quite frankly, didn’t feel like they could talk to 

most of their academic colleagues about this “sideline” of biofield research that they were 

conducting, without being ridiculed.   

If we wanted to grow this field the way my predecessors in psychoneuroimmunology 

(PNI) had done, I knew we needed to start creating a more cohesive community among 

these biofield scientists.  Forty years ago, the PNI researchers were in a similar situation.  

They were spread out across universities, labs and scientific disciplines, without much 

support for collaboration.    I suspected that if we got the scientists together to talk about 

their favorite thing – their own research – it would be a start.   I also wanted to elevate the 

discussion among our fellow researchers in integrative medicine.  After all, so many holistic 

medicine practices such as acupuncture, Ayurveda and yoga, involved concepts of “energy” 

as a key driver of their healing effects.  It seemed important for the integrative medicine 

community to know that this research wasn’t all “woo.”  In fact, studying the biofield more 

fully, might form a basis for deeply understanding the science behind many forms of holistic 

medicine. 

I decided to take a long shot and submit a proposal for a Symposium in Biofield 
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Science for the next International Research Congress on Integrative Medicine and Health 

(IRCIMH), which was in 2012.   My proposal included highlighting the research that Drs. 

Gloria Gronowicz, Susan Lutgendorf, and I had conducted.  Little did I know that Dr. Richard 

Hammerschlag, my soon-to-be colleague, friend and future Consciousness and Healing 

Initiative Research Director, had submitted a similar symposium request.  Richard was a 

neuroscientist, acupuncture researcher, and former Dean of Research at the Oregon College 

of Oriental Medicine, who became increasingly interested in an area he called “biofield 

physiology.”  He was deeply curious about how energy “got under the skin,” and wanted to 

explore this scientifically, understanding that research had to be synthesized and discussed.  

He submitted a Biofield Science symposium proposal with several other researchers, 

including  Drs. James Oschman, Ann Baldwin, and Garret Yount, all biofield scientists.  This 

field was still considered so controversial even in academic integrative medicine circles, 

neither Richard nor I thought IRCIMH would accept a symposium in Biofield Science. 

 Instead, IRCIMH surprised us by requesting that both Richard and I together, co-

create a symposium – with 7 presenters!  This was well before TED talks had influenced 

academics, so the idea of getting 7 scientists to run through their data in 8 minutes each 

seemed impossible.    Richard and I connected and agreed to try to make this massive 

symposium work with all the presenters, as we felt they all had valuable data to share.   We 

suspected that IRCIMH was just “throwing us a bone,” because they had also scheduled our 

symposium to be at the very last slot on the last day, when people generally have left the 

conference to go home or go gallivant around town. 

 We were shocked when our symposium turned out to be a standing-only reception 
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with over 100 researchers and clinicians, packed in a relatively small room!  Our colleagues  

 

were interested in biofield science.  They devoured the data that our scientists presented, 

asking great questions and showing genuine interest in the research and practice.  At the 

end, an integrative medicine journal asked us to publish our roundtable discussions as a 

highlight of the conference, which we did.1   

 I was happy to help see and foster the continued interdisciplinary community in 

biofield science blossoming before me.   Certainly, there had been people publishing and 

compiling research in biofield science for decades – luminaries like Drs. Daniel Benor2, 

Richard Gerber3 and Jim Oschman4, for example.   They were some of my biofield heroes and 

their synthesis of research had inspired me to conduct my own research in biofield healing.   

But I realized that many of my academic colleagues, who were researchers in PNI, 

physiology, neuroscience and other disciplines – were new to biofield healing research.   

They were mainstream scientists in major universities, with lab resources, who were 

discovering the profound nature of healing and the biofield, but they were feeling alone in 

their quest for discovering the effects of healing.  

 

  If we continued to cultivate and support the entire community of biofield healers and 

researchers, learning and growing from what had been done before, and connecting and 

utilizing the resources and talents we had at mainstream universities, we stood a chance of 

perhaps finally giving the science of healing its due.   The initial results seemed too 

important to ignore or push off to the side as “fringe” work.  They were telling us something 

incredible profound about humankind’s ability to foster healing – not just in ourselves, but  
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others – by simply working with the biofield.   

 

Forming a Collaborative to Help Scale Healing 

 I wondered how we could best grow the research field and help scale the knowledge 

and practice of healing.  I began asking in my meditation how I could help serve this field.   

What came to me was a need to form community to support and grow knowledge, research 

and practice.    

After my postdoc at UCLA, I was hired by a nonprofit called Samueli Institute as a 

Senior Scientist, where I was doing my best to grow biofield research alongside forwarding 

other projects in integrative cancer care and resilience.   As it was clear we needed to build 

community,  I began to plead to Samueli Institute to help galvanize more traction in the 

field. Since it had been over ten years since the last time Samueli Institute had brought 

biofield researchers together, I proposed we hold a think-tank where researchers in cell 

biology, neuroscience, medicine, psychoneuroimmmology, physics, bioelectromagnetics, 

and biofield healing could share their current results and explore a collaborative research 

path forward.  My supervisor and the CEO, amused, told me that if I could find other 

partners and co-sponsors for such a meeting, Samueli Institute would be in. 

 I went to visit my longtime colleague Dr. Dean Radin at the Institute of Noetic 

Sciences, who had longstanding collaborations with Samueli Institute.  I had admired his and 

Dr. Marilyn Schlitz’s seminal work in consciousness and healing for years, and I was hoping 

that the Institute of Noetic Sciences would be interested in co-sponsoring this 

interdisciplinary meeting.   Dean shared my enthusiasm and introduced me to the President  
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at that time, Dr. Cassandra Vieten, and we became fast friends.  Cassi understood my 

passion and vision for the field right away and offered their support. 

 I then approached my friends and colleagues Dr. Mimi Guarneri and Rauni King.  I 

had collaborated with them on a randomized controlled trial examining Healing Touch and 

guided imagery for PTSD in active duty military at Camp Pendleton, CA, where we found 

large, clinically significant decreases in PTSD, depression, and even cynicism for these men 

and women who were actively coming back and being re-deployed during the Iraq war as a 

result of getting three weeks of healing touch and guided imagery treatments 5.  Rauni was a 

seasoned Healing Touch practitioner and teacher, and Mimi, an integrative cardiologist, had 

witnessed the profound effects of Healing Touch in her patients, as well as for herself.  They 

had been working in the field for decades and had thoughts about how to scale the impact 

of biofield healing from a healthcare perspective6.   They were excited to join us and offered 

their headquarters in La Jolla, as well as financial support, to help make the meeting happen.  

I was excited.  We were well on our way to having this gathering of brilliant hearts and 

minds, if I could just find the support of a few more organizations and donors. 

 The next thing I knew, I was making pancakes in the kitchen for the family, and an 

email popped up on my phone from Deepak Chopra, with the subject line, “Please let’s 

Meet”.    

Deepak Chopra??   You’ve got to be kidding me, I thought.   His headquarters were 

down the street from my house in Carlsbad, California, but I had never tried to connect.  

“You should meet him!” my mother would always nag me.  “He’s so well known and 

practically your neighbor!”   I shrugged.  “If there’s a reason for us to meet, I’m sure we will,”  
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I told her. 

 Well, it appeared the reason had come.  The rock-star pioneer who had helped bring 

Vedic perspectives of consciousness and Ayurveda to western medicine and science and the 

populace, had gotten wind of this meeting that we were putting together in biofield science  

- and was interested in learning more.  I’ll never forget that initial meeting with Deepak.  

Sitting in his opulent office, with beautiful furniture, deific statues, good smells and a 

multitude of books, I felt at home and yet knew I was being tested.  I could literally feel 

myself being vetted energetically to my core, while Deepak’s Medical Director and Executive 

Publicist sat in the room and listened in on our conversation.   Deepak asked me tons of 

questions, and seemed surprised when I told him I had been doing research in biofield 

science for nearly two decades.  I explained why I felt exploring biofield science was so 

crucial to understanding the healing process.  I told him about these profound pieces of data 

from different labs., all contributing pieces of the puzzle to understand how profound our 

healing capabilities really are.   

“The biofield is the missing link – but we need to put the pieces together,” I said. 

After listening to me for a bit, he smiled and leaned in.   “I support you to do this work 

and the Chopra Foundation would be pleased to be involved,” he said, and paused.  “But you 

know Shamini – in the end, it’s all really Consciousness.” 

Consciousness, indeed!  I don’t disagree with Deepak.   If “big C” Consciousness is the 

underlying formless Reality, then the “big B” Biofield is the Shakti, or energetic power that 

brings Consciousness to expression in all its beautiful forms, and provides the “matrix” for 

healing in our human lives in this world.   We agreed that both consciousness and the  
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biofield were important, and I now had the partners and funding to carry the meeting 

forward.. 

 

Co-Forming a Collaborative to Foster Healing 

 In a weekend of stellar presentations, practices and dialogue among leaders in 

healing, biofield research and integrative medicine, the biofield meeting inspired friendships 

and further collaborations, but also commitment from all members to foster a Special Issue 

in Biofield Science and Healing with a major integrative medicine journal, allowing us to 

communicate the findings more broadly 6–16 .  At the end of the meeting, I posed the 

question – where do we go from here? 

 “We need to be supported,” one of the researchers said.   “We need to have healers 

meet more regularly with researchers to help them understand how energy works,” said a 

practitioner.  “We need funding!” everyone said and we all laughed at the truth of that.   

“We need to have regular opportunities for scientists to talk with one another and with 

other healers to better forward this field, with a plan for synergistic research,” said a head of 

a prestigious university integrative medicine center.    The group had spoken. We had all 

clearly expressed  the need for a collaborative to keep people connected, communicating 

and supported to advance the field  I was in tears when I shared my commitment to the 

group, to help lead this next step, and with Drs. Richard Hammerschlag and David Muehsam 

volunteering their support alongside the founding organizations of San Diego Cancer 

Research Institute, Miraglo Foundation, Chopra Foundation and Institute of Noetic Sciences, 

we launched the nonprofit collaborative, the Consciousness and Healing Initiative, or CHI for  
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short. 

There was a tremendous amount of excitement after the meeting, and I was 

immensely grateful for the show of support from my colleagues in forming CHI. Along with 

incredible support and guidance from our founding board members Dr. Daniel Vicario and 

Lauren Evanow,  several colleagues approached me to volunteer their time as we ramped up 

our activities and impact.   Dr. Richard Hammerschlag, who I’ve mentioned previously, was 

instrumental in CHI’s formation.  He had not only helped lead the biofield meeting that led 

us to CHI, he shared the spirit of fostering community and collaboration to scale the field.  

He jokingly noted that he was entering his “second retirement” from Dean of Research at 

Oregon College of Oriental Medicine, and wanted to pursue his passions in this phase of his 

career and life.   In addition to pursuing his passions for Taiko drumming with a national 

performing ensemble in Portland, he offered to serve as CHI’s Research Director to help 

foster collaborative research in biofield science.  Richard and I also began to get to know Dr. 

David Muesham, who we had just met for the first time at our biofield meeting, but who 

quickly became another biofield brother who volunteered his time and support to CHI for 

many years.    

 Through David as well as Dr. Blake Gurfein, an Assistant Professor at University of 

California San Francisco, I learned much about how biofields are being applied in technology 

today.  Not only have biofield healing approaches been increasingly integrated into clinic 

and hospital settings, but using biofield devices have become even more popular in medical 

and clinical care.   While some of these devices are considered fairly “main-stream” and have 

research behind them, I’ve learned from my healing practitioner friends how commonly  
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some of the not as well-known or studied devices are being used in practice – with or 

without data supporting their use.  Let’s explore some of these advances in biofield 

technology and consider what they could mean for the future of healing.     
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Diving Into Devices 

 

Discovering Our Body Electric – “Turtles all the way down” 

The idea of  “biofield devices” is actually not as “out there” as you might think it is, if 

we understand that our body is made up of biofields – down to our cells. Dr. Richard 

Hammerschlag is fond of noting how biofields can be found at multiple levels of scale – 

“turtles all the way down.”   At this point in time, we can scientifically examine biofields 

from the earth, from a person, from an organ, or from a cell.   For example, we know already 

that our organs emanate electromagnetic energy, because that’s how we can measure EEGs 

and EKGs from electrodes on our skin, which tell us about our brain and heart health. 

As we drill down in the body, we’ve realized that cells not only have biofields, their 

biofields are crucial for the body’s regulation of health.  For example, cells use their own 

(endogenous) electromagnetic fields (EMF) to help guide the transport of ions and the 

electric potential in cell membranes. 17  They also influence the formation of action 

potentials of nerves for nervous system communication, and they help regulate the 

movement of cells.   Our bodies’ EMFs also play a role in embryonic development and 

wound healing17.   

We also now know that that electric fields generated by the network of 

microtubules, centrosomes, and chromosomes inside cells, play a fundamental role in 

regulating cell division and other cell processes 18–20 21.  Manipulating voltage gradients 

across cell membranes can result in the growth of organ tissue, and is currently paving the 

way for new treatments in regenerative medicine22, where scientists try to grow and implant  
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new tissue to repair damaged or diseased tissue.  

We also emit light.  Our cells, and our bodies, like all living things, emit low levels of 

biophotons – sometimes called ultraweak photon emission in the scientific literature.  

Biophotons are literally photons, packets of light, that are emitted by our bodies. The 

intensity of the light emitted by the body is 1000 times lower than the sensitivity of our 

naked eyes, so we can’t see the glimmer of light that actually is being emitted from our 

bodies23.  

 If you didn’t know that we emitted biophotons, you’re not alone, because it wasn’t 

until recently that scientists have begun to look at what biophotons do in the body.   Our 

bodies emit biophotons not just in one frequency, but actually many frequencies in the UV, 

infrared, and visible light spectrum24.    

While you may think that greater biophoton emission is related to better health, it 

may in fact be the opposite case.  Increases in biophoton emissions appear to be related to 

increases in oxidative stress25,26, and biophoton emission has been found to be increased in 

cancer cells compared to normal cells27,28.  In fact, scientists are now exploring whether 

measuring biophotons may be a way to non-invasively assess the state of tumors in the 

body.29   Our body’s biophoton emission also seems to follow a circadian rhythm, like many 

hormones in the body. 23 Some scientists have found that biophotons may be involved in cell 

signaling, or how cells communicate with each other30.  Dr. Gunther Albrecht-Buehler has 

reported long-range connections between cells via infrared light  in the prestigious 

Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences31,32 . 

He notes: 
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“The results suggest that near-infrared light scattering by the cells mediate a long-range 

attraction between them, which does not require physical contact and enables them to 

detect each other’s presence.”18 

These studies and more, help us to understand that our body is not just a sack of 

chemicals.  We are bioelectromagnetic beings, down to our cells and down to the way our 

cells and organs interact to promote our health.     

 

Biofield Devices: A Brief History 

Biofield devices are devices that use an aspect of the biofield (which could be 

electromagnetic fields or other fields that are not well understood) to assess a person’s state 

of health, treat a disease, or shift a person toward a better state of health and wellness. The 

idea of using electric fields for healing is not new – in fact, there are accounts of its use in 

ancient Egypt, where electrogenic fish were used to relieve pain.33   These could be 

considered an ancient form of a biofield device.   The use of electromagnetic energy for 

healing was also explored by the likes of Benjamin Franklin, who did not discover the 

relationship between electricity and magnetism, and later gave up his exploration34.   

Biofield devices for healing were also rampant in the 1800s, perhaps instigated by a 

physician Elisha Perkins, who in 1795 began treating patients with magnets.   Perkins, and 

many following after him in the 1800s, made considerable money selling devices based on 

advertising and word of mouth, but not necessarily data.  While there were emerging data, 

there also appeared to be many charlatans selling their wares without a scientific 

foundation, and as a result, many in the medical establishment dismissed the entire use of  
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electric and magnetic fields for healing as sheer quackery34.  However, as more research and 

applications began to grow in the 1900s (for example, with radionics and electroconvulsive 

therapy or ECT, all which we’ll explore shortly), the field of biofield devices research and 

technology development began to grow into where it is today. 

Over the past decade especially, we’ve seen a surge of cutting-edge biofield devices 

for treating mental and physical disease and promoting wellness.  These devices use and 

stimulate different aspects of the biofield to foster a healing response.  They might use light, 

sound, electric fields, magnetic fields, or heat.   There are also devices that assert they are 

using subtle aspects of energy and intention, to foster healing12.   Some of these fields are 

applied to the brain, some are applied to the body, and some are supposedly applied to 

more subtle aspects of the biofield itself.    Many devices are being heavily marketed to the 

public and to healthcare, whether through FDA clearances for treating disease, or FDA 

exemptions for wellness promotion.   While it would take volumes of books to dive deeply 

into each device that’s out there in the market today, let’s explore what the research says so 

far about the most currently used biofield devices for treating disease, and promoting health 

and wellness. 

 

 

Can We Measure the Human Biofield? 

One of the biggest questions that scientists, doctors, and even just the regular person 

ask me is whether we can measure the human biofield.   Generally, when people ask this 

question, they are really wondering whether we can reliably measure prana or chi, the  
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subtle energy that has been described for thousands of years by numerous cultures.  In my 

view, the short answer to that currently is, no – we can’t measure prana or chi or even 

chakras, directly.  We may be able to measure electromagnetic fluctuations in the body that 

are related to chi flow, but we haven’t found a way of measuring chi or prana directly itself.  

It remains to be seen if we ever will; certainly the ancient teachings of subtle energy note 

that they are multifactorial (for example, there are multiple “pranas” in the body, not just 

one).  So studying the subtlety of prana and chi directly, is not such an easy task.  Having said 

that, there are a number of devices that measure different aspects of electromagnetic 

energy, which appear to relate to our health state, and align with what practitioners see as 

the state of flow of chi or prana in our body.    

We already use many biofield devices to tell us about our health.  Besides the EEG 

and EKGs we’ve discussed, which put electrodes on the scalp or on the skin around the 

heart, doctors also use skin electrodes, placed on certain areas of the body, to measure skin 

conductance.  That gives us information on the functioning of our sympathetic (“fight or 

flight”) nervous system function.   These biofield devices are commonly used in research as 

well as medical practice.  Other biofield devices you’re likely familiar with include 

ultrasound, which is also routinely used to explore potential sources for pain and 

inflammation, organ health, and even to determine the growth and health of babies in the 

womb.    All of these biofield devices use electromagnetic or sound waves to tell us about 

our body’s health. 

In addition to these “mainstream” biofield devices, there are other electromagnetic-

based devices that have been used to measure “ripples of chi” in the body.  Let’s explore a  
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few examples below, noting the science and the claims so far. 

 

Measuring Chi Correlates:  Promising Devices 

 

Electrodermal Measurement: Mapping Meridians through the “Body Electric”.   There are 

several devices that claim they can measure the flow of energy from meridians, by taking 

measurements of electricity at certain areas on the skin (called electrodermal 

measurement).  Examples of these technologies include Prognos, Apparatus for Meridian 

Identification, Neurometer, Dermatron, Hibiki-7, and AcuGraph.35 33, 34 38 

  The AMI, for example, which is based on research conducted by Dr. Hiroshi 

Motoyama in the 1970s12, measures electric conductance, capacitance, and polarization of 

the skin near the base of finger and toe nails.  These points are said to be specific 

acupuncture points called Jing-Well points (or Sei-points in Japanese)39, which are 

considered “endpoints” of meridian channels where qi exists or enters the body through the 

meridians.  The makers of the AMI assert that measurements at the Jing-Well points reflect 

the “energy” or “strength” of their corresponding meridians40.  

There are some controlled studies exploring the effects of interventions on AMI 

readouts, for tai chi practice, energy psychology, and healing states41–43.  A small, 

randomized, sham-controlled study with the Hibiki-7 reported that its electrodermal 

asymmetry measures corresponded with pain levels, quality of life and stress in women with 

chronic pelvic pain, and that the device was sensitive to treatment effects.35  Another study 

correlated measurements using electrodermal assessment and an acupuncture diagnosis of  
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“Qi vacuity”.44 

These devices need to be better studied for their promise not only in examining 

effects of biofield treatments like acupuncture, yoga and energy healing, but also on how 

they may improve our abilities to assess a person’s state of health and wellness - perhaps 

even aid in detecting the presence or absence of disease in a quicker, more non-invasive, 

and preventative way than current technologies.    Like all biofield research, studies need to 

be replicated across labs.  Investigators should continue to collaborate with practitioners of 

Chinese and other forms of indigenous medicine such as Ayurveda and Tibetan medicine to 

better understand the linkages between these electric potentials from the skin, and the 

relationship with traditional medicine diagnosis and understandings of the biofield.  

Researchers also need to address simple technical issues for these devices when designing 

experiments, including how to place the electrodes and address sweating, to grow the 

promising research in electrodermal assessment for health.45 

 

Exploring the Biofield from Heat Maps: Infrared Thermography.   Exploring the emission of 

light in the infrared (IR) frequency as it relates to biology, is not a new concept in science.  

For example, IR spectroscopy is currently used to examine protein structure and chemical 

composition46.   One can also measure IR light emission to determine the temperature level 

in living organisms.  The body’s biological and metabolic activity generates small amounts of 

heat, some of which can be detected via IR thermography.  For example, studies show that 

IRT can detect changes in muscular activity, subcutaneous blood flow and perspiration 

patterns12.   
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Because IRT is measuring “heat maps” in the body, it seems to be a useful tool for 

assessment in many different clinical conditions.  It’s being used to assess cardiovascular 

disease, diabetic neuropathy, fever, flu, and the physiology of babies, as well as human 

sexual psychophysiology47,48.  Research has reported that IRT provides useful information in 

distinguishing malignant from benign tumors in brain, skin and breast cancer 49–52 (although 

it should be noted that at present, a systematic review noted that the evidence is 

insufficient to recommend thermography as a sole tool for breast cancer screening 53).     

With respect to its promise as a biofield measurement of subtle energy effects, IRT 

also seems to be sensitive to dynamic mind-body changes including emotional states and 

stress54–56, including in animals57–59. IRT has also been used to examine effects of 

acupuncture60 61,62.  Studies with IRT have also shown radiant tracks along areas of the body 

that correlate with acupuncture meridians63. Thus, while IRT has mostly been used for 

clinical diagnostic purposes, its ability to detect dynamic changes in the biofield via heat 

measurement, and initial data with acupuncture research, suggest that it may hold promise 

for better visualizing changes in energy flow associated with flows of qi or prana in the body, 

with much more research to be done. 

 

Shedding Light on Biophotons and Wellness: Coronal discharge devices.  Another widely 

used type of biofield measurement device for health and wellness diagnostics is coronal 

discharge devices.  The most popular one of these today, is the device described gas 

discharge visualization (GDV), developed by Konstantin Korotkov.64  The GDV is a modern 

evolution of what was known in the past as Kirilian photography.  The Kirlian effect is based  
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on photographic techniques used to capture the phenomenon of electrical glow, called 

coronal discharge. It is named after Semyon and Valentina Kirlian.  In the 1930s, the Kirilians 

made the discovery that if one places an object on photographic plate, and then “charges” 

the plate with a high intensity electromagnetic field, an image of the glow around the object 

is captured on the photographic plate.  That “glow” is a corona discharge, which is brought 

about through the ionization of air around a conductor.    The body, in this case, is the 

“conductor” of electricity. 

The current GDV is a portable device that is called the Bio-Well and is currently sold 

in at least 63 countries. It uses an optical charged-coupled device (CCD) camera system, and 

computer processing for analyzing weak photon emission from the finger.  With the GDV 

device, the finger is placed on a lens, and a weak electrical current is sent to the finger for 

less than a millisecond, causing a coronal discharge around the finger.  That coronal 

discharge reflects the biophotons that were emitted by the finger in response to that 

stimulation and a picture is taken of it.  The patterns of biophoton emission are then 

analyzed based on the intensity, fractal structure, and area of the coronal discharge.   The 

software, which is proprietary, is described as being made of algorithms, which align the 

areas of the finger with acupuncture points to infer the function of meridians and other 

subtle energy systems in the body.   They also state that the algorithm measure aspects of 

entropy and the balance of sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous system activity.65  The 

makers of the GDV claim that it identifies the functional psycho-emotional and physiological 

state of a person using their fingertips66.  

Reportedly, there have been close to a thousand papers published involving research  
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on the GDV, with most of the papers in Russian12.  There are a few hundred papers in the 

West, and there are recent published reviews of GDV medical and psychological applications 

64. One example of an application of GDV in medicine is a study that focused on cancer, 

which showed differences between patients with cancer and without cancer, as well as 

some sensitivity to changes in cancer patients as they went through conventional cancer 

treatment 67.   There are also other devices similar to the GDV, that have been studied for 

their potential to distinguish disease patterns, such as distinguishing patients who have 

cardiovascular disease from those who do not.68  The promise of measuring biophotons from 

the body as a non-invasive measure of health is not just something current device 

manufacturers have been proposing.  Recent scientific reviews published via Nature and 

other well-known journals have proposed examining biophoton emission more carefully as a 

potential medical and research tool.69,70    

 

Human Biofield Measurement: Key Takeaways 

Electromagnetically-based biofield devices have and continue to be used to assess a 

person’s state of health and wellness, and while there aren’t devices that are directly 

measuring chakras or meridians, some claim to measure effects related to subtle energies.   

It would certainly make sense to further our scientific exploration of current devices to 

determine just how specific they might be in determining a person’s state of health, and 

how well they map onto ancient systems of biofield assessment such as meridians and 

chakras.  We also need to “put together” the most promising devices that measure different 

aspects of the biofield for health, to develop robust, reliable technology that addresses  
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different facets of health and wellness through multiple measures of the biofield.   

It is also important that at this juncture, practitioners who use these devices, and 

those who sell them, don't “overstate” what the devices actually do.  For example, while it is 

tempting for people to say that the “aura” around the finger (coronal discharge) measures 

the “aura” around the body, it’s not clear from the data at present, that we can say coronal 

discharge from the finger, translated through algorithms, is equivalent to determining all 

aspects of a person’s subtle body.    While there are many devices out in the consumer and 

wellness market that claim to directly measure the aura, chakras and meridians, there are 

no peer-reviewed, published research behind these devices to back up their claims.   These 

types of companies do the field a disservice by making grandiose claims that are not backed 

up by data, in order to sell their products to unwitting consumers.   Peddling products as 

scientifically verified when they don’t meet standards for peer-reviewed published research, 

serves the purpose of making someone a quick buck - but actually detracts us from 

manifesting the true impact for humanity, that biofield sciences and biofield technology 

deserve.  

 

Biofield Devices for Health and Healing 

In addition to devices that measure different aspects of the biofield coming out of 

our bodies, there are many devices that put biofields into the body, that claim to foster 

health and healing.   Let’s take a look at some of the devices that are out on the market, and 

being studied, today. 
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Biofield “Non-invasive Brain Stimulation” Devices 

One of the areas where biofields are being applied for bettering clinical outcomes in 

patients, is in the brain.   We’ve already explored how electrodes that can placed on the 

scalp via EEG, can tell us about our brain health by reading brainwaves, or electric potentials 

from neurons in the brain. There are of course other types of “brain scanning” devices like 

functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), and near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) which 

use magnetic fields and light to “see inside” the brain71.  Just like the body’s cells, brain cells 

generate electricity and magnetism (this is how we read brain function via 

electroencephalograms (EEGs) and magnetoencephalograms (MEGs).  In addition, just like 

the body, the brain is sensitive to outside fields of electricity and magnetism.  We’re now 

seeing an increase in biofield devices that that are applying biofields to the brain, to foster 

reduced symptoms in mental disorders, and enhance cognitive performance.  These devices 

might apply electric fields, magnetic fields, sound, or light to the head and scalp to affect 

brain functioning and are sometimes called “Non-Invasive Brain Stimulation” or NIBS 

devices.   Let’s examine the state of the science and practice with the most well-known NIBS 

devices. 

 

Electroconvulsive Therapy (ECT). The idea of applying electric fields to the scalp to influence 

brain function is not new, and not without debate.  You may remember the controversy 

behind the use of electroconvulsive therapy (ECT), which was invented in the 1930s and was 

administered by shooting electricity to the brain via electrodes (sort of like providing an 

“electric shock” to  
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the brain).   ECT was developed to treat patients with severe mental illness including 

schizophrenia, severe depression and bipolar disorder who weren’t responding well to drug 

treatments. When it was first used, ECT shot out fairly high doses of electricity (120 volts of 

sine-wave current to the head72) to the electrodes on the scalp, “jolting” the brain into 

basically, seizure-like behavior which doctors felt would “re-set” the patient’s brain into a 

more quiescent state.   While ECT showed evidence for reducing depression, it also caused 

memory loss as well as noted reports of traumatic experience for patients who received it, 

due to the very high doses of that were being sent at that time (not to mention the context 

of ECT’s delivery).   ECT’s often controversial use was noted in the film “One Flew Over the 

Cuckoo’s Nest” with Jack Nicholson, where it was portrayed as a means of threat to patients 

in mental treatment hospitals, as a form of medical abuse.   

Despite its bad reputation, ECT has evolved in its delivery since, using lower and phased 

doses of electricity, different phasing of waveform signals, and differing placement of 

electrodes depending on the patient’s condition.  It’s estimated that over 100,000 people in 

the US currently use ECT, and while still considered controversial, it does have data behind it 

suggesting it can be helpful as a short-term treatment for depression,73 including treatment-

resistant depression.74,75   The effects and benefits of ECT over other therapies for 

schizophrenia, is less clear.76   Some scientists say that ECT is more effective than 

antidepressant drugs for depression73, and some patients, such as the late actress Carrie 

Fischer (who played Princess Leia in the movie Star Wars), have shared their perceived 

benefits of using ECT for long-standing depression77.  However, due to the way ECT seemed 

to be used in the past, with very high dosages of electricity with notable side effects, its use  
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for severe mental illness is still notably stigmatized, and its mechanism of action as well as 

longer-term effects, is still not fully clear.  

 

Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation (tDCS).  More recently, the brain stimulation 

industry has developed a different electric-based biofield device, called transcranial direct 

current stimulation or tDCS, to determine whether applying weak direct electric currents via 

electrodes placed on different areas of the scalp, could aid in brain functioning.  The effects 

of tDCS effects seem to depend on the placement of the electrodes, and the intensity of the 

stimulation (ranges are generally between 0.25-100 Hz; 0-250 μA), as well as how long the 

stimulation is and what the direction of the current is 78.  For example, it is generally thought 

that if the current is applied from cathode to anode, it promotes neuron hyperpolarization, 

or decreased excitation of neurons, whereas if the current is applied from anode to cathode, 

the neurons undergo depolarization (increased excitatation).  However, it’s not always that 

simple – the effects of the direction of he current will also depend on where on the scalp the 

electrodes are placed.79    Several independent researchers have noted that the quality of 

research studies in tDCS is low with risk of bias, which makes firm conclusions about the 

efficacy of tDCS problematic.80–82   However, current research claims include that tDCS can 

be helpful for increasing cognitive performance such as attention, memory, problem solving, 

and other executive functions, and it’s being looked at for different types of pain, as well as 

cognitive function for patients with stroke. 78 80,81,83     

 

Electric-based brain stimulation devices for public “wellness”.  Besides these clinical  
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applications, some companies have tried to use electric brain stimulation devices as 

“wellness” devices, tapping into the Silicon Valley “biohacking” market.  The hope, basically, 

is to get people using these devices the way they would use a cup of coffee, or a drug – for a 

pick-me up or a chill-out moment.   These devices are not evaluated as medical devices 

under the FDA, but fall under a “general wellness” exemption, which means companies 

don’t have to do clinical trials to show efficacy, but they also can’t make claims that the 

device can treat specific disease symptoms.    

 

Neurostimulation “wellness” devices marketed to the public include ones that that use 

transdermal electrical neurosignaling (TEN), which send electric currents through electrodes 

on the face and neck to stimulate the trigeminal nerve in the face and nerves in the neck.  

This approach has been reported to stimulate changes in the body consistent with 

dampening the sympathetic, or “fight or flight” aspect of the nervous system84.  These 

devices, as well as some tDCS devices, have been marketed to the public to suggest that 

they can help a person “relax” or “focus.”  However, because improper placements of these 

electrodes can cause the skin to feel like it is burning85, and the effects on this type of 

technology on long-term effects of mood and physiology for the general public are still 

unknown, it’s unclear just how widespread (or safe) the use of these types of devices will be 

for casual use86.     

 

Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS).  Another biofield-based, non-invasive brain 

stimulation device that has been studied in medicine, is transcranial magnetic stimulation, or  
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TMS.   Instead of applying electric fields directly, TMS uses rapidly changing magnetic fields 

to stimulate neurons in the brain.  Because electricity and magnetism are always coupled, 

the time-varying magnetic field that is given via TMS, gives rise to an electric field in the 

target tissue.  This is a process called electromagnetic induction.  The idea behind TMS is that 

because magnetic pulses can pass through the body, TMS could induce small electrical 

currents that stimulate nerve cells in targeted brain regions.  This induction of the electric 

field changes electric potential across the membranes of neurons, resulting in a flow of ions 

that can either excite or inhibit brain activity.  TMS typically uses single- or multiple-coil 

antennas placed upon the scalp, producing magnetic fields in the range of 1.5–2.0 Tesla (T) 

at the face of the coil, which is thought to have 2-6 cm depth of signal in the brain.87,88  

 

Recent advances in TMS applications alter the pulsing of the TMS signal.   A newer 

application of TMS, called repetitive TMS (rTMS), uses magnetic pulses repeating at 1-20 Hz 

to try to entrain the signal with brainwave frequencies and activity.  rTMS generally uses a 

figure-8 shaped magnetic coil that is often thought to penetrate around 1.5-3 centimeters 

below the skull, and it’s often “aimed” toward the prefrontal cortex of the brain.    rTMS 

continues to be studied a treatment tool for different mental and neurological disorders 

including migraine, stroke, Parkinson's disease, dystonia, tinnitus, Tourettes, depression, 

obsessive-compulsive disorder, hallucinations and much more 89 90.  At this point in time, 

rTMS has been approved by the FDA for use in treatment-resistant depression91, with 

ongoing assessments of rTMS safety for other types of patients.   Another growing variant of 

rTMS is deep TMS (dTMS), where patients wear a helmet and the signal is stronger and said  
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to go deeper into the brain.   A recent systematic review of studies from researchers in the 

Department of Psychology at the University of Cambridge, published in BMC Psychiatry, 

suggests that dTMS might be more effective than rTMS for treating depression, but more 

side effects were also noted.  The authors also point out that “these effects are based on a 

low volume of studies, are not controlled for placebo, and may not be clinically-relevant”.92 

 

Transcranial photobiomodulation (tPBM).   Transcranial photobiomodulation (tPBM), 

uses light to change brain functioning.  It’s a relatively new application of red or near-

infrared (NIR) light to stimulate shifts in the activity of neural tissue (as we’ll learn below, 

using near-infrared light in the form of cold lasers on the body has been researched and 

used for years, to treat inflammation and foster wound healing).   

The idea that one could apply light to brain tissue for beneficial healing responses 

perhaps came from the initial data showing that damaged neurons, when directly exposed 

to visible red low level lasers, could regrow their neurites (developing neurons) 93.   Other 

studies reported that applying targeted light to the brain could enhance cerebral blood flow, 

oxygen availability and consumption, adenoside triphophosphate (ATP) production, and 

improved mitochondrial activity.94   Scientists also knew from photobiomodulation studies 

that light applied to cells in animals and humans resulted in reduced inflammation.  Studies 

showed that light could activate cell signaling pathways and transcription factors that would 

influence the growth and movement of cells, inflammation, and cell death95. 

Most recently, a randomized, placebo-controlled double-blind study published in 

Nature, examined the effects of pulsing, non-thermal near-infrared light (810 nm  
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wavelength) at 40 Hz to the default mode network (DMN) in the brain of human beings.  

They basically put a headset of LED lights on the participants’ head, as well as shined light in 

their nose.  They reported that in one session of this tPBM session, people’s brainwaves 

changed.  Specifically, the power of the high-frequency brainwaves was increased (alpha, 

beta and gamma) changed, while the power of their lower-frequency brainwaves (delta and 

theta) was reduced – suggesting an immediate effect of this light stimulation on 

brainwaves.96   As you might have guessed, given the direction of other NIBS devices, 

industry and scientists are exploring whether this type of light therapy might be a good 

treatment for depression, 97  and a few studies have reported positive effects of tPBS for 

cognitive symptoms of dementia.98,99   Applying light to alter brain function is really a brand-

new direction for research and clinical application, with more hopefully being known about 

it in later years. 

 

Transcranial ultrasound (TUS ) and Focused Ultrasound (FUS).   Similarly to applying 

light, magnetic fields, and electric fields to the brain, scientists are now exploring the use of 

transcranial ultrasound (TUS) (applying targeted sound waves to the brain) to sometimes get 

rid of brain tissue or stimulate brain function.  Ultrasound is often used in medical imaging, 

but scientists have reported since the 1950s, that ultrasound is also a noninvasive means of 

shifting brain activity.100,101   TUS, like other types of “transcranial” biofield devices, involves 

putting sound waves through the brain via transducers on the scalp.   While initial amounts 

of ultrasound applied were high and caused safety concerns, current TUS applications use 

lower intensity and frequency (generally between 0.5 MHz and 3 W/cm2).  Mouse studies  
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looking at hippocampal tissue have shown that applying these amounts of frequency and 

intensity can activate neuron’s activating voltage-gated ion channels and enhance synaptic 

transmission across neurons102.   Currently, scientists are looking at focused transcranial 

focused ultrasound (sometimes called FUS), which involves focusing the application of 

ultrasound based on functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI).  The fMRI is used to 

scan the brain and get better precision estimates on where to focus the sound waves.  

Scientists are examining FUS to see if using this approach can fare better than surgery for 

people who have brain tumors.  FUS is also being examined for treatment of tremors in 

Parkinson’s disease.103  Most recently, studies have indicate that this type of focused 

ultrasound can open the blood brain barrier and may remove plaques in the brain of 

Alzheimer’s patients – which may lead to exciting biofield-based treatments for dementia 

and neurodegenerative disorders 104–106.    

 

Biofield Devices Applied to the Body for Healing 

In addition to these types of NIBS devices where electric, magnetic, and light and sound 

waves are applied to the brain, many biofield devices over the years have applied these 

same types of waves to the body, beyond the head.   These include electric stimulation 

devices, magnetic stimulation devices, non-thermal light devices, heat-based light devices, 

and sound devices, such as: vagal nerve stimulation (VNS), radiotherapy devices, earthing, 

pulsed electromagnetic field stimulation (PEMF), transdermal electrical stimulation (TENS), 

frequency specific microcurrent (FSM), and low-level laser therapy (LLLT).   FDA clearances 

for PEMF, TENS and FSM devices (which I describe below) have helped these biofield devices  
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enter mainstream medical practice.   What do we really know about these biofield devices 

for fostering healing in the body? 

 

Vagal Nerve Stimulation (VNS).    Vagal nerve stimulation, or VNS, occurs through 

sending electricity to the vagal nerve to stimulate its activity.   As we explored in our chapter 

on mind-body-spirit therapies, the vagus nerve is a powerful nerve that connects with nearly 

every organ in the body, and engages in two-way communication with the brain.  As I’ve 

mentioned earlier, studies showing the effects of mind-body therapies and breathing-

focused therapies on cardiovascular function indicate that these therapies’ effects on health, 

including inflammation, are at least partially due to increasing the activity of the vagus 

nerve.    

This greater activity of the vagus fosters the “rest and digest” part of our nervous 

system to have more influence, allowing us to have better sleep, more relaxation, and better 

ability to overcome chronic inflammation.  While these time-honored mind-body-spirit 

therapies show promise for fostering health potentially through the vagus nerve, 

technologists have been exploring whether stimulating the vagus nerve directly could foster 

healing in certain types of patients. VNS occurs by implanting a signal generator, similar to a 

pacemaker, in the chest cavity.  The stimulation electrode, once placed in the body, is 

“tuned” to particular parameters, including current (0-4 mA), frequency (1-150 Hz), and 

pulse width (1-1000 μsec)107. Research has shown that VNS reduces inflammatory cytokine 

production, and this finding has stimulated interest in using VNS to treat a variety of 

conditions associated with unresolved inflammation108.    VNS is currently cleared by the FDA  
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for the treatment of partial-onset epilepsy and intractable depression.  It’s also being 

actively studied as a treatment for tinnitus, anxiety, Alzheimer’s disease, migraines, 

fibromyalgia, obesity, autism, and other things109. 

 

 TENS Devices and Electroacupuncture.   Transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation, 

or TENS devices, involve applying low-voltage electrical currents to the skin via surface 

electrodes to foster a healing response.  TENS was first reported to reduce pain in patients in 

1967 in an article published in the prestigious journal, Science.110  Since, then the use of 

TENS in pain relief has evolved in its stimulation patterns and frequencies, with different 

types being used today.  Conventional TENS devices generally use low intensity and high 

frequency stimulation (typically above 100 Hz) to stimulate Group 2 nerve fibers. This is 

different than acupuncture-like TENS, which generally uses a lower frequency (usually 1–4 

Hz), a higher intensity, and a long pulse duration (~200 µs).33  These types of TENS 

applications are different electroacupuncture (EA), which is yet another type of electric-

based therapy.  EA, unlike TENS, involves an acupuncturist inserting acupuncture needles 

and stimulating them with electric current, often for 20 minutes.  EA techniques within 

themselves can use different amplitudes, frequencies, and waveforms to foster healing 

response in patients 111. 

 What do we know about these therapies?  Recent systematic reviews by the 

Cochrane Collaboration suggest that TENS devices do not reduce neuropathic pain or low 

back pain beyond a placebo112,113.  They also report that at this time, based on the low 

quality of evidence from studies with TENS devices, “we were therefore unable to conclude  
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with any confidence that, in people with chronic pain, TENS is harmful, or beneficial for pain 

control, disability, health-related quality of life, use of pain relieving medicines, or global 

impression of change”.114 In contrast, the same group of researchers note the promise of 

TENS for treating acute pain, but notes the risk of bias in the studies “makes definitive 

conclusions impossible”.115  The authors note areas for improving studies for better ability to 

draw conclusions from research.     Researchers attempting to draw conclusions from 

systematic reviews in  with electroacupunture studies report similar results:  the risk of bias 

in studies is notably high, making firm conclusions about the effectiveness of this therapy 

(beyond regular acupuncture or placebo) for pain, tinnitus, and other ailments, difficult.116 

117 118 

Earthing Devices.  Earthing devices, often also called grounding devices, are 

becoming more popular among wellness consumers.   These devices are grounded 

conductive mats, bedsheets, body bands or even shoes that are used to connect a person 

electrostatically to the earth.   Earthing researchers describe the “mechanism” of Earthing 

this way: We know that the surface of the earth is electrically charged.  In fact, the earth’s 

negative surface charge is a virtually limitless reservoir of free electrons, which is constantly 

replenished by the global atmospheric electric circuit 119. When the body is electrically 

grounded into the earth, it can use these electrons as antioxidants for neutralizing excessive 

oxidative stress in the body, helping to reduce inflammation as a result120. 

 

Does the research stand up to the theory?  So far, using grounding mats shows promise to 

foster healing in different ways.  Research studies report positive health results from  
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earthing, including improved sleep, decreased pain and stress, changes in cortisol levels, 

prevention of muscle damage, and changes in the cardiovascular system.120–125   Of note, 

most studies have been conducted by the same group of researchers, who are well-known 

and respected in biofield science.  However, like most any research in biofield devices, 

replication research with independent labs would enhance the robustness of these 

promising initial findings. 

 

Radionics and Radiofrequency EMF treatments  

The idea of creating healing devices using electromagnetic frequencies (EMFs), was explored 

by Western scientists over a hundred years ago126. In the late 1800s and early 1900s, 

scientists focused on radiofrequencies, coining the term, “radionics.”   In the 1920s Albert 

Abrams, one of the founding fathers of radionics posited that every disease had its own 

electromagnetic frequency, and that cancer in particular could be killed by sending electrical 

impulses to the body.   While Abrams attempted to conduct experiments based on his 

theory, the popular press such as Scientific American127 refuted his claims.   Other attempts 

to explore the use of EMFs for disease treatment included the work of Dr. Lakhovsky, who 

developed a device called the Radio-Cellulo-Oscillator in the 1920s.  Lakhosvsky did report 

research with positive results with his device128, but got little regard for his work from the 

mainstream medical community. 

Later, an American scientist by the name of Royal Ramond Rife hypothesized that 

bacteria and viruses were causal agents in diseases, including cancer, and that they emitted 

specific EMFs.  He developed a microscope that he claimed could provide information about  
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the EMFs from bacteria and viruses, and based on this information, in the 1930s, he 

developed a device he called the Rife Frequency Generator. He claimed by using its low-

energy radio waves, he could diagnose and eliminate diseases like cancer by tuning into 

electrical impulses given off by diseased tissue and delivering back a “mortal oscillatory rate” 

frequency.    Despite his attempts at experimentation, Rife was largely ridiculed by the 

medical establishment. However “Rife machines,” as they are often called, are still in use by 

many holistic practitioners today who claim to see benefits for different ailments 127,129,130. 

Most recently, scientists in more “mainstream” settings, including universities, have 

started investigating the use of radiofrequency EMFs to target and kill tumors. Dr. Boris 

Pasch and others at Wake Forest University, along with their colleagues at the University of 

Alabama and the Cabinet Medical in Switzerland, have reported that using low levels 

amplitude-modulated radiofrequency electromagnetic fields can treat cancer.  Their 

research reports that using tumor-specific modulation frequencies can block tumor growth 

in patients, as well as slow growth in cancer cells.126,127,131,132  The group is currently 

conducting studies to better understand the mechanism of their device’s effects.133   It is 

interesting that ideas that were ridiculed over a hundred years ago (for example, that 

radiofrequencies could be used to kill tumors) are now evolving to inform technologies that 

are treating the very diseases that the original devices purported to treat.    

It is also interesting that early research reports of EMF devices on cancer are not 

unlike what healers currently report.  For example, Dr. Bill Bengston reports that in his 

research with mice who have cancer, his healing therapy often causes a tumor to grow 

significantly before it become necrotic (meaning the tumor “dies” and becomes dead tissue).    
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Research conducted in 1924 showed that when tumorous plants were subjected to ultra-

short wavelengths, tumors would initially grow rapidly but then completely and selectively 

necrose, or die 134.  At this point, I am not aware of any research that examines both healers 

and devices in the same study, although I hope we will be seeing more studies of this sort in 

the coming years.  

 

Static Magnetic Devices  

Static magnetic field devices are magnets that are placed on or near the body for 

healing that don't vary with time – they give off a constant signal.  They’re nearly always 

applied using ceramic or neodymium magnets placed on or very near to the body.   These 

magnets, when measured at their surface, are usually giving off amplitudes that might be 

less than 100 µT (microTesla, around the range of Earth’s magnetic field), and up to the mid-

mT (milliTesla, think refrigerator magnet) range.  The strength of the magnetic field varies 

widely depending on the magnet size and and how the magnets are placed – i.e., whether 

they are unipolar (same direction) or bipolar (alternating North-South, in which case which 

substantial field cancellation occurs)12.  

As you might imagine, just as the size and shape and direction of magnet application 

varies, so does the science behind it. For example, one systematic review of randomized 

controlled trials of static magnetic field therapies concluded that they are able to provide 

pain relief 119, but another recent meta-analysis of randomized, double-blind and placebo-

controlled studies found static magnetic field therapy to be ineffective for the treatment of 

pain136.   Several recent studies with animals have reported that static magnetic field therapy  
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enhances wound healing, but a review of the literature showed conflicting evidence for 

healing bone, tendon, and skin, and suggested that more research is needed137.   It’s 

suspected that part of the reason we are seeing mixed results are because the strength and 

configurations of the magnets may vary138.  Studies should report on the magnetic field 

exposure to the target tissue if at all possible, to better understand whether, when, what 

strength and what configurations may be optimal for this therapy.  

 

Pulsed Electromagnetic Field Stimulation 

PEMF devices are non-thermal electromagnetic field devices that deliver a time-varying 

magnetic field to target places on the body. Treatment devices range in size. In the 

treatment of fractures, for example, the field may be delivered by placing from small coils 

that are around the area of the fracture.  Other PEMF devices are more “generalized,” and 

deliver the pulses of magnetic signal via a pad which a person lays on.   Different PEMF 

devices might use different amplitudes (from the picoTesla (pT) and low microTesla (µT) to 

milliTesla (mT) range), and/or frequencies (from several Hz to the MHz range)12.   Several 

PEMF devices have garnered evidence via controlled clinical trials to support their use for 

non-union bone fractures, pain, and inflammation, and have gained FDA clearances for 

those purposes.12     

However, because there are so many different devices on the market, each of which use 

different waveforms, amplitudes and frequencies, finding out exactly which device is helpful 

for a particular clinical ailment is difficult.  Often, claims are made from device 

manufacturers for their particular device, but they cite research that may have been done  
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with a PEMF device that may have used different waveforms, amplitudes and frequencies.    

Some PEMF devices are also described as “bioresonance” devices that are proposed 

to function by emitting low-level EMFs that resonate at natural EMF frequencies, or at 

frequencies that are the same as brain and heart waves.   Some controlled studies suggest 

that bioresonance devices can affect biological signaling and provide positive outcomes in 

patients,55, 56 141 , but studies have not always reported positive results.142   Overall, with 

respect to PEMF mats, current reviews of evidence of randomized, placebo controlled trials 

suggest that there isn’t enough scientific evidence on PEMF mats.143   Like many of these 

devices, there is initial promising data, but not nearly enough research to warrant firm 

conclusions to understand exactly how PEMF mats and bioresonance-based PEMF 

treatments work, and who they may be best suited for.   

PEMF mats are often marketed to the holistic healing consumer and practitioner 

community, but not all companies are transparent about what’s “under the hood” with 

respect to the waveforms and signaling they use.  Many companies cite PEMF research that 

may not be relevant to their approach because they are based on different types of signaling 

or application to the body.  In other words, if the PEMF research the company cites is based 

on putting coils on a specific part of the body using specific frequencies and waveforms, it 

doesn’t necessarily mean a PEMF mat using different frequencies and waveforms will have 

the same effect.  If you are in the market for a PEMF device and the science base is 

important to you in your purchase, you should ask the company whether, and what, 

research has been done, specifically with the PEMF mat you’re thinking about buying.    
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Low-level Laser Therapy (LLLT).   We know that the body responds to light.  Using biofield 

devices that emit light (“phototherapy”) has been used to treat ailments like seasonal 

affective disorder, vitamin D deficiency, and skin problems, for many decades12.   In addition 

to using light in this way, studies have been examining the use of low-level laser therapy 

(LLLT, sometimes also called photobiomodulation or PBM) for over 40 years.  These 

therapies use non-thermal “cold lasers”, or light emitting diodes (LEDs) to deliver light to the 

body.    As we reviewed earlier, LLLT has been shown to influence mitochondria functioning 

as well as cell signaling and gene transcription mechanisms involved in cell growth, cell 

death, and inflammation.  The current reigning theory on “mechanism” for LLLT is that the 

light activates an enzyme called cytochrome-c-oxidase in mitochondria, which enables 

greater ATP production and reduction of reactive oxygen species (ROS).  However, recently it 

has been proposed, based on initial data, that LLLT also activates interfacial layers of water, 

making them more hydrophilic and fostering ATP production beyond just the cytochrome-c-

oxidase activation pathway in mitochondria127. 

   Systematic reviews of evidence over several decades of research support the use of 

LLLT for, shoulder tendon injury145, plantar fasciitis146, fibromyalgia147, chronic low back and 

neck pain148,149, and muscle repair150.  Studies have reported mixed results for LLLT for knee 

osteoarthritis83.    LLLT remains one of the more popular biofield devices in medical clinics, as 

LLLT devices have been cleared by the FDA for uses including hair loss and pain.  

 

Sound and Vibration-Based Therapies.   
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Ancient practitioner-guided sound therapies.  Sound has been used as a powerful instigator 

of healing effects for millennia, and some of these methods are making a comeback today 

for wellness consumers.  Mantra meditation, chanting, and singing can be considered “inner 

sound” technologies that have utilized teachings on the effects of sound on the biofield for 

healing.    Another current popular western use of ancient sound techniques for healing in is 

the use of Tibetan singing bowls in a group meditation setting.   While hardly any research 

with Tibetan singing bowls has been conducted by Western scientists as of now, initial 

research from Dr. Tamara Goldsby and colleagues at UC San Diego suggests that those who 

attended group meditation sessions with Tibetan singing bowls report reduced depression, 

anxiety and increased spiritual well-being153, and one study by Dr. Livia Bidin and colleagues 

in Italy reported that 6 sessions of Tibetan bowl sound healing resulted in reduced distress 

and improved heart rate variability in patients with metastatic cancer.    

Currently, there are many biofield healers that also use tuning forks in their healing 

work.  Some examples include Acutonics154, which uses tuning forks either instead or in 

conjunction with acupuncture needles, and Biofield Tuning, which is based on decades of a 

practice-based understanding of “biofield anatomy” 155.  While these practices can vary, 

generally practitioners report they are using tuning forks to both feel and hear where flow or 

resistance may exist in the client’s biofield.  Practitioners share that the pitch, volume and 

overtones of the sound help describe the state of flow or resistance in the field.  If an area of 

resistance is encountered, the practitioner then uses the tuning fork in “stuck” areas to 

create a steady, coherent vibrational frequency of the tuning fork to remove dissonance and  
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resistance, allowing for a free flow of energy.   Like Tibetan singing bowls, to date, not much 

published research has been conducted with these approaches, despite their popularity in 

use155–157.     

Bioacoustic therapies using voice analysis.  Devices have also been developed that 

use the human voice and sound frequencies to assess states of health and help foster 

healing responses.  These types of devices are different from more “mainstream” 

applications that analyze the content and rhythm of speech to assess a person’s mood.    

Bioacoustic device with voice analysis examine actual frequencies, amplitudes, and phases 

of the vocal signal.   The devices take this “vocal blueprint” and analyze it to determine a 

person’s state of health and provide recommendations for treatment. 

  Examples include devices built on the work of Sharry Edwards in 1982158–160, often 

termed “bioacoustic” devices.  Bioacoustic devices are based on the premise that the human 

voice is representative of a person’s health status, and that identifying the “frequencies and 

architecture of human vocalizations” helps identify toxins, pathogens and depletion or 

excess of nutrients. In addition, it is claimed that the vocal print can be used to match the 

most compatible treatment remedy to each client.   Claims include the use of bioacoustics to 

treat pain, as well as alter body temperature, heart rhythm, and blood pressure.  At this 

point peer-reviewed published research on Bioacoustics appears minimal to none; however, 

of note, per Edward’s Sound Health website, the Sound Health Research Institute, has set up 

a journal to review and publish appropriate studies in bioacoustics161.   Other voice analysis 

devices, such as the Portacle, are based on phase analysis of vocal patterns as opposed to 

frequencies162. There are many patents for voice analysis devices, but at this point, the  
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published research is minimal to none.    

 

Ultrasound therapies.  You’ve likely heard of ultrasound for its use in scanning organs 

and detect the presence and health of babies in the womb.  But ultrasound has been used 

for decades in medicine for therapeutic purposes as well. It’s been used as a treatment in 

physical therapy for issues such as tendinitis since the 1950s.  This type of applied 

ultrasound “warms up” the body, and when directed tendons, and other inflamed tissue, 

fosters blood flow and thus can aid in the healing process.163  Current systematic reviews of 

randomized controlled trials suggest that therapeutic ultrasound is useful for reducing pain 

and enhancing physical functioning in patients who have knee osteoarthritis151 164,   but the 

evidence is more mixed for hip pain.165 

Later, high-intensity focused ultrasound became FDA approved for use to remove 

unwanted tissue, such as fibroids in the uterus, and tissue around the heart that might cause 

abnormalities in heart rhythms. 163   Recent systematic reviews of randomized controlled 

trials also suggest it’s helpful for treating benign thyroid nodules166, and it’s often used in 

cancer to get rid of malignant tumors.167   We also explored above, the newer, “cutting 

edge” use of transcranial high-intensity focused ultrasound to get rid of plaques and tumors 

in the brain. 104–106  Other applications of high-intensity focused ultrasound are emerging, so 

no doubt we will be hearing even more about its use in medicine.  

 

Torsion Field, Scalar Waves, and Intention Devices 

 Most of the devices we’ve talked about so far involve putting certain known  
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frequencies, amplitudes, waveforms, and pulse rates of electromagnetic energy “into” a 

person.   Beyond these therapies, there is also a whole array of subtle biofield devices that 

are being marketed today to wellness practitioners and wellness consumers, that are based 

on theoretical descriptions of energy and information processing that are nonconventional, 

including torsion field devices and scalar wave technologies. Several researchers,including 

the late pioneering biofield researcher, Dr. Valerie Hunt,168 as well as modern-day sound 

healing practitioners such as Eileen McKusick, have proposed that understanding and 

exploring torsion fields and scalar waves, as they relate to plasma and ether155, are essential 

to understand the effects of biofield healing.  

While evidence supporting the idea of torsion fields was reported as early as the late 

1800s by Russian scientist N.P. Myskin169, torsion fields began making more mainstream 

headway when they proposed by the Einstein-Cartan theory, which is a modification of 

general relativity theory.   Cartan described the “torsion” force in 1913, in reference to its 

twisting movement through the fabric of space-time.12,170   In the 1950s, Russian 

astrophysicist Dr. N.A. Kozyrev, also proposed torsion waves to help explain the fact that 

binary stars (stars that revolve around each other), evolve to resemble each other much 

faster than current physics laws can explain.  Knowing that all subatomic particles (electrons, 

protons, neutrons, etc.) have a spin, it was proposed that particles must twist space (which 

was not considered empty – but a plasma) around them because of their spin.   

Consequently, when a charged particle produces an electromagnetic field, it must produce a 

helix-like torsion field also.   Claude Swanson has thoroughly reviewed torsion fields, 

including experiments supporting the theory and its relevance to subtle aspects of biofield  
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interactions, thoroughly in his book171.    

The idea of torsion fields is very controversial in mainstream science because, for 

one, it suggests that information can travel faster than the speed of light.   Controversy or 

not, many patents have been filed for devices to both try to detect and generate torsion 

fields. Currently, there are devices sold to consumers that purport to use torsion fields as 

explanations for their healing effects, and even some that purport to protect against 

“negative effects” of left-turning torsion fields.  To my knowledge, there is no peer-

reviewed, published empirical research that has been conducted on the health effects of 

these devices. 

Scalar waves, which scalar wave technologies are based, are said to be produced 

when two electromagnetic waves of the same frequency are exactly out of phase (opposite 

to each other) and paired opposed each other.  The result is said to be not exactly an 

annihilation of the magnetic fields but a transformation of energy back into a “scalar wave,” 

which continues to convey information.   These scalar waves, which are sometimes called 

transverse or longitudinal waves, do not carry frequencies. 

The theoretical existence of scalar waves was initially postulated by a “founding 

father” of physics -  Scottish mathematical physicist James C. Maxwell.  In 1865, Maxwell 

discovered that electricity and magnetism were the same force, and that light was also an 

electromagnetic force.   Maxwell was considered a “unifier of nature’s forces” because of his 

theories and mathematics that linked these seemingly separate areas (electricity, magnetism 

and light) of physics together.   While Maxwell postulated the existence of scalar waves, it 

was inventor Nikoli Tesla who demonstrated the existence of electric scalar waves, in  
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1889.172    Tesla, who discovered and incorporated alternating-current (A/C) electrical 

technology that we use today (as well as the famed “Tesla coil”), noted that these scalar 

waves had a “field effect”, meaning that they radiated outward and could be carriers of 

information across space.   He asserted that scalar wave technology could create wireless 

information transfer as well as wireless electric power, on a massive scale.  He engaged in a 

set of experiments funded by J.P. Morgan, which were never fully seen to fruition, due to 

several factors, including Marconi demonstrating radiosignaling before Tesla, and JP Morgan 

being further uninterested in pursuing wireless electric communication.   

Researchers, including those in the C.I.A.173    have continued to explore Tesla’s 

contributions to physics and the potential uses of scalar wave technology over the years. 

Most recently, researchers have looked at scalar wave mathematics and its use in 

technology,  in applications including the focusing of high-power lasers, 174 and scalar wave 

technology. 172     

Many companies are marketing “scalar wave technologies” for healing, where they 

report using micro-tesla coils that are programmed with specific frequencies for healing, 

often with stated “proprietary” (i.e “trade secret”) technologies.  While there are almost no 

studies published on the health impacts of such devices, one exception are studies 

conducted by biofield research pioneer Dr. Beverly Rubik.  She conducted a sham-controlled 

RCT with a purported scalar wave technology device and reported that when compared with 

sham, this technology had significant effects on recipients’ heart rate variability175.  Previous 

studies done by Rubik with an older version of this device reported reductions in anxiety in 

school children and, in a separate study with adults, she reported changes in resting  
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brainwaves.176,177  

Intention devices have been more studied over the years, mostly by retired Stanford 

University professor Dr. William (Bill) Tiller and his colleagues.  Over the past 20+ years, Tiller 

and his colleagues have been investigating the use of intention-imprinted-electrical-devices 

(IIEDs). In these experiments, electronic devices are imprinted with a specific intention by a 

human being.   Over the years, Tiller and his group have repeatedly reported that imprinting 

electronic devices with intention can alter the pH of water178–180. However, other scientists 

have attempted to replicate these results and were unable to do so.181   Another study led 

by Tiller’s team reported at conferences that using the IIED with children with autism 

resulted in improvements in mood, sociability, and behavior over a 12-month period.182    

To date, there are no peer-reviewed published research with other types of intention 

devices.  However, a notable new study with Dr. Bill Bengston with Dr. Sarah Besame and 

colleagues, reports that magnetic recordings which were obtained during the practice of 

Bengston’s biofield healing method, resulted in biological changes in tumor-bearing mice - 

including elevated white blood cells and an inflammatory “immune transmitter”, the 

cytokine interleukin-6 .183    Dr. Bengston informs me that he is planning further studies 

examining the potential effects of “imprinting” the Bengston healing method 

electromagnetically and exploring further effects on cancer outcomes. 

 

Plasma Based Devices 

We may not realize it, but most (99.9999%) of the known visible matter in the 

universe is an ionized gas which is called plasma. All of the suns in all of the billions of  
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galaxies are made of plasma.   The seeming “space” between solar systems and galaxies is 

not “nothing” – it is also  gas or plasma.   While physicians don’t pay attention to plasma, 

physicists do. Many complex theories have been developed to explain the properties of 

plasma, which is highly sensitive to electromagnetic fields and thus dynamic by nature.   

Nicola Tesla was just one scientist who believed that there was more to understand about 

plasma, electricity and magnetism, beyond what classical physics models posit.  The role of 

plasma is also central in Electric Universe theory184 185, which places electrical activity at the 

forefront of understanding the nature of the cosmos.  

Subtle energy device creators are also fascinated with gas, plasma and how 

understanding it may help us better understand subtle aspects of healing.   For example, 

Yury Kronn (formerly Yury Khronopulo), who was formerly a Soviet radio-physicist, and is 

now an American citizen, described his theory of resonant non-linear interaction of light 

with matter in a physics textbook in 1989186.   Since then, Dr. Kronn, well known in the 

biofield community for his pioneering thinking and his inventions, has developed machines 

based on his theories, which might be described a plasma machines capable of generating 

low-level, nonthermal energies.  Dr. Kronn claims he can produce in water or creams the 

signature or resonance of any element or molecule, including the properties of that element 

or molecule, and has come up with a line of products based on his invention187.   To my 

knowledge, no studies have been published examining clinical outcomes that use his 

technologies. 

 

The “Wild West” of Biofield Devices: Key Takeaways and Practical Advice  
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I realize that the plethora of information and research on biofield devices that I just shared, 

may be new to many of you.  Some of it may seem downright unbelievable, while some of it 

might seem incredibly exciting.  You may be wondering – should I use or recommend any of 

these devices?  Will they work?  Are they safe? 

 

The current state of biofield technology and research has been named by some in biofield 

science as “the Wild West”, because there are so many devices, and so many claims, and so 

much more to understand about how these devices are having their effect.  I believe that 

the development of the biofield devices market and research around it, show us both the 

yearning for better health and wellness solutions, and that ongoing work in this field will 

help deepen our understanding and impact of biofield science.   Perhaps, if guided properly 

with scientists, healing practitioners, physicists, and engineers engaged together, this 

growing development in technology could aid us in developing game-changing health 

devices that could detect subtle patterns of disease and perhaps prevent it before it 

manifests into the physical body.    But ultimately, we are truly our best healers.  We don’t 

need to fall into powerlessness to think that we must have any device, in order to heal. 

 

Key Takeaways 

Here are some key points to consider, as we take in all of the current knowledge and science 

behind biofield devices: 
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• We are subtle bioelectromagnetic beings – down to our cell signaling.  Basic low-

level EMF research, biophoton and biology research, and devices research, helps us 

understand that we emanate, and respond to, fields of all kinds – many of them 

subtle fields.  “More” or “stronger” is not necessarily better, and there is still quite a 

way to go to understand exactly what types of fields may be most beneficial for 

different issues.   However, when we look at the promise of these therapies - to 

foster healing down to our cells, simply with energy – it can really shift our view of 

ourselves as powerful energetic beings, who are constantly fluctuating and renewing 

ourselves with energy. 

   

• Medical Biofield Devices that have high industry investment are the most studied.  

This is probably obvious.  Research is expensive.  When there is a lack of research, it 

doesn’t necessarily mean the device doesn’t work, it just means we don’t know 

because we don’t have enough well-conducted studies. 

• We still don’t have clear understanding on all the “mechanisms” – even for many 

mainstream biofield devices.   While some of us may be rolling our eyes at 

discussions of subtle energy devices being explained by torsion fields or scalar 

waves, the truth is even mainstream devices, that are showing profound effects on 

brain and body function, don’t have fully worked out mechanisms either.  Their 

stated mechanisms may seem more plausible than the subtle energy technologies, 

but they are far from being completely understood.   In my view, it honestly makes 

no sense to identify one molecular pathway in the body for a biofield device and 

declare you have found “the mechanism.”  The body’s signaling is pleiotropic – that 

is, multifaceted.   There are multiple pathways that likely carry effects of biofield  
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healing and biofield devices.  Often, the same holds true for drug therapies, which is 

why a drug that was “discovered” for a particular clinical condition is often used “off-

label” to treat a seemingly totally unrelated condition.   Identifying a “mechanism” 

through one molecular pathway in the body may not always make sense, and it may 

not make sense for biofield devices. 

 

If you’re considering trying or buying a biofield device, here are some suggestions: 

• Talk with your healthcare provider.  It’s important that the person who knows you deeply 

from a medical point of view knows your desires to explore using a biofield device for your 

healing, particularly if it’s for a significant medical condition.  If you don’t think your 

healthcare provider knows much about these devices or the data, feel free to educate them 

and share the studies.   Explore with your provider, how these devices may, or may not be 

helpful with other therapies or treatments that you are taking. 

 

• Don’t buy into disempowering marketing schemes.     Charlatans exist in every industry.  

Given that there simply isn’t data on some of these devices, it’s sometimes hard to separate 

what might be a promising device from something that is simply, bunk.  A good way to sniff 

out whether you might be being “duped” is if the website or a representative is making you 

feel powerless or scared, and then selling you a solution for your fear or hopelessness.   For 

example, are they telling you that you need “protection” from “negative energy” and that 

their device is the only one that can help repel negative energy?  Are they making you feel 

broken, or like you’ll never be healed unless you get this special device?   Are they making 

grandiose claims about their device, saying that they treat all types of conditions, but the 

claims aren’t based in real data?  Remember that you are your best healer.  These devices,  
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just like a self-care practice, or a biofield healer, are just meant to foster a healing response.  

The healing power lies within you - not within the device itself.   If they are making you feel 

like you can’t live without the device, it’s probably not the device for you. 

 

• Ask to talk to someone who’s used the device for a while.   Sometimes the data doesn’t exist, 

but other people have used the device and can be a good source of information.  Asking 

someone outside of the company who has no conflicts of interest (i.e., isn’t selling the 

device), what they noticed when using it, might give you some insight on whether it’s worth 

the investment. 

 

As the industry of biofield devices continues to grow, I hope it will grow with input from 

healing practitioners, and I hope it will not take the road of “pathogenic thinking”, where 

people are again, led to believe that they need something “outside” of them (a device) to 

heal them.   While we witness the evolution of biofield devices, we don’t have to wait to 

jump-start our healing process.  There are tried and true practices from psychology, mind-

body healing, and biofield healing that we can use now to ignite and augment our healing 

process.   

 

Now is a time for you to discover and set yourself up for the best healing trajectory possible, 

while you experience the joy of your energetic being.  In Part 3 of my book, the Healing Keys, 

you’ll unlock and actualize your potential for healing. 
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